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Lab 10: Body Creation Lab 
The backhoe model shown below will be used throughout the remaining labs in this 
course.  You will first learn how to build up geometry, define the necessary joints, 
forces, and drivers, and finally how to analyze the model and review results. 

Objective 
This lab will continue to introduce geometry creation.  This lab will familiarize the 
procedures for sketching a profile and extruding a solid.  Later in this same lab, you will 
learn how to source already existing geometry, this can be of great advantage to 
building a model efficiently and quickly. 
In this lab session we will create or import the geometry associated with the assembly 
shown below. 
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Lab 10 Agenda 
1. Creating endpiece geometry for the body dump_cyl. 
2. Creating endpiece geometry for the body dump_piston. 
3. Importing geometry for the body dumplink2. 
4. Importing geometry for the body dumplink. 
5. Importing geometry for the body bucket. 
6. Importing geometry for the body swing2. 
7. Applying material properties to the Part Document geometry. 
8. Setting geometry color. 
 

Opening Virtual.Lab Motion 
To start Virtual.Lab Motion: 
1. Double-click on the VirtualLab Icon on your desktop. 
2. Select Motion  Mechanism Design from the Start menu. 

Optional Steps 
It is often easier for you to build and understand a dynamic model if the bodies included 
in the model are only those created by you.  The Virtual.Lab environment has been 
developed with an initial GlobalFixedToGroundBody.  This body can either be used as 
is, or deleted.  These optional steps are for deleting this initial body. 
1. Under the Analysis Model  Bodies branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree, 

Right-click on the GlobalFixedToGroundBody, and select Delete from the Menu. 
2. Double-Click the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
3. Right-click on the GlobalFixedToGroundPart part document, and select Delete 

from the Menu. 

Defining Model Units 
To change the units displayed for a particular unit parameter: 
1. Select Options from the Tools menu located on the Virtual.Lab Main Menu bar. 
2. Select General  Parameters and Measure from the hierarchical tree in the 

Options dialog. 
3. Select the Units tab. 
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4. Select a unit parameter from the list, for example highlight the Length entry.  To 
view the available unit options, select in the window displaying the unit setting, for 
Length the default setting is Millimeter (mm). 

5. For this lab change the Length setting to Meters (m). 

6. Click OK to close the Options Dialog. 

Editing the View in the Model Display Dynamically 
♦ Zoom:  Click and hold middle mouse button, click the right mouse button once, and 

drag the mouse up and down. 

♦ Pan:  Click and hold middle mouse button, drag mouse to right/left and up/down. 

♦ Rotate: Click and hold both the middle and right mouse buttons, drag the mouse 
around the screen. 

 Importing the Geometry for the dump_cyl 
Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, then select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the existing part 

document dump_cyl.CatShape.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once the file has been selected, select Open from the File Selection dialog.  A part 
document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT document, and geometry 
will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with a Body 
Element in the Mechanism Model. 

 

Creating the body dump_cyl under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 

2. Select the Body from Existing Part  button.  The Body Dialog box will appear 
on the screen.   

 

3. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, click on the dump_cyl 
(dump_cyl.1) branch. 
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4. In the Body Definition dialog box, change the Name Field Entry from 

BodyfromExistingPart.1 to dump_cyl. 

5. Click OK to close the dialog box. 

 Creating the End-Piece Geometry for the 
dump_cyl Body 
1. The first piece of solid geometry (referred to in the part document as a Pad) we will 

be creating is a tube. 

 

Creating Pad1 
The finished sketch for this tube is shown here: 
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The steps to creating this sketch and extruding the solid are: 
1. Under the Product1_ROOT  dump_cyl (dump_cyl.1) branch of the Specification 

Tree, expand the dump_cyl part document branch by selecting on the plus symbol to 
the left of the branch. 

2. Double-click the dump_cyl part document to activate the Part Design Workbench. 
3. Under the dump_cyl part document, Select the xy_plane branch. 

4. Click the Sketcher button . 

5. Once the 2-D Sketcher window is displayed, click the Circle button . 
6. Select once on a location slightly above the origin of the dump_cyl body, (the origin 

is indicated by the intersecting yellow horizontal (H) and vertical (V) axes).  Drag the 
circle outward. 

7. Click again to end the sketch of the circle. 
8. A second circle will be needed to complete the definition of Pad1.  Click the Circle 

 button. 
9. Select once on a location slightly higher than the starting point of the first circle.  

Drag the circle outward.   
10. Click again to end the sketch of the circle.  
11. The center points of these circles should be coincident, the circle center points are 

indicated in the sketcher by light grey dots.  To specify this relational constraint 
zoom into the sketch display, select one circle center point, hold down the Control 
key, then select the other circle center point.  Both centerpoints will be highlighted 
orange.   

12. Select the Constraints Defined in Dialog Box Button , the Constraint 
Definition dialog box will appear.  
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13. Select Coincidence from this dialog box . 
14. Click OK to close the dialog box.  

15. To dimension the sketch, double-click the Constraint button . 
16. Select the first sketched circle. 
17. Drag the mouse until the dimension of the sketch is readable. 
18. Select again to finish the dimensioning. 
19. Repeat this procedure for the second circle. 
20. Select the yellow H-axis, hold down the Control key, and then select the coincident 

center point of the circles to dimension the sketch offset from the body origin. 
21. Click the Constraint button again to deactivate the option. 
22. Double-click each dimension to edit the dimensional values. 

Constraint Definition Dialog 
1. Set first circle Diameter to .064m  OK 
2. Set the second circle Diameter to .025m  OK 
3. Set the sketch offset Value to .025m  OK 

4. Select the Exit button . 

Extruding a Solid Tube 
The sketch should remain highlighted after exiting the Sketcher window, so it is easy to 
extrude the geometry. 

1. Select the Pad button . 
2. In the Pad Definition dialog box, set the Length to .026m. 
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3. Select Mirrored Extent  OK 
Congratulations, this completes the solid geometry of the body dump_cyl!! 
 

 Importing the Geometry for the dump_piston 
Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the existing part 

document dump_piston.CatShape.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

Once the file has been selected, click Open from the File Selection Window.  A part 
document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT document, and geometry 
will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with a Body Element 
in the Mechanism Model. 
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Creating the body dump_piston under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 

2. Select the Body from Existing Part  button.  The Body dialog box will appear 
on the screen.   

3. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, click on the 
dump_piston (dump_piston1) branch. 

4. In the Body Definition dialog box, change the Name field entry from 
BodyfromExistingPart.2 to dump_piston. 

Click OK to close the dialog box. 
 

 Creating the Geometry for the dump_piston 
Body 
This section of the lab helps you to define the geometry associated with the 
dump_piston body. The dump_piston body is made up of two tubes. 
For visualization purposes, hide the dump_cyl part document and show the 
dump_piston part document: 
1. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Model Specification Tree, click on the 

dump_cyl (dump_cyl.1) branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click and then select Hide/Show from the menu. 

Creating Pad1 
1. Under the Product1_ROOT  dump_piston (dump_piston.1) branch of the 

Specification Tree, expand the dump_piston part document branch by clicking on the 
plus symbol to the left of the branch. 

2. Double-click the dump_piston part document to activate the Part Design 
Workbench. 

3. Under the dump_piston Part Document branch, select the yz_plane, and select the 

Sketcher button . 

4. Once the 2-D Sketcher Window is displayed, select the Circle button . 
5. Click once slightly above the origin of the dump_piston body, (the origin is indicated 

by the intersecting yellow horizontal (H) and vertical (V) axes).  Drag the circle 
outward. 
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6. Click again to end the sketch of the circle. 
7. Repeat this procedure so that the sketch shows a smaller circle inside a larger circle. 
8. Define the center points of the circles to be Coincident with each other.  Select the 

first center point, hold down the Control key. and select the second circle center 
point.   

9. Select the Constraints Defined in Dialog Box button, and select Coincidence 
from the Definition dialog box. 

10. Click OK to close the dialog box. 

11. To dimension the sketch, double-click the Constraint button . 
12. Select the outer circle of the sketch. 
13. Drag the mouse until the dimension of the sketch is readable. 
14. Select again to finish the dimensioning. 
15. Repeat this procedure for the inner circle. 
16. To dimension the offset, select the H axis, hold down the Control key, and select 

the center of the coincident circles. 
17. Drag the offset dimension until the length dimension is readable. 
18. Click the Constraint button to deactivate the option. 
19. Double-click each dimension to edit the value. 

Constraint Definition Dialog 
1. Set the larger circle Diameter to .051m  OK 

2. Set the smaller circle Diameter to .025m  OK 
3. Set the offset Value to .013m  OK 
4. Select the Exit button. 

Extruding the solid 
The sketch should remain highlighted after exiting the Sketcher window, so it is easy to 
extrude the geometry. 
1. Select the Pad button. 
2. In the Pad Definition dialog box, set the Length to .025m. 

3. Select Mirrored Extent  OK 
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Inserting Points 
There are two workbenches associated with geometry creation.  Up to this point in the 
lab, the active workbench has been the Part Design Workbench.  In the following 
section, the active workbench will be the Wireframe and Surface Design Workbench.  
This workbench has the necessary buttons for creating geometrical points. 
1. From the Main Menu, select Start  Mechanical Design  Wireframe and 

Surface Design, this will activate the Wireframe and Surface Design Workbench. 

2. Select the Point button .  The Point Definition dialog box will appear. 
3. Select the black arrow to the right of the Point Type Field Entry. 
4. Select Circle center from the list. 
5. Select the circular end-piece as shown below, to place Point1 in the center. 

 
6. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

7. Select the Point button . 
8. Select the black arrow to the right of the Point Type Field Entry. 
9. Select Circle center from the list. 

10. Select the opposite end of the dump_cyl solid tube end-piece.  This will place Point2 
in the center of that end-piece. 

11. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

12. Select the Point button . 
13. Select the black arrow to the right of the Point Type Field Entry. 
14. Select Between from the list. 

15. The final point will be placed at the midpoint between the first two points. Select 
Point1 from the Model Display for the Point 1 Field Entry. 

16. Select Point2 from the Model Display for the Point2 Field Entry.  The points can be 
selected directly from the geometry by placing the cursor over each point.  Click 
once on each point when highlighted. 
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17. Select the Middle Point button from the Point Definition dialog box. 
18. Click OK to close the dialog box. 
Congratulations, this completes the dump_piston body! 
 

 Importing the Geometry for the dumplink 
Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, then select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the existing part 

document dumplink.CatShape.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once a file has been selected, select Open from the File Selection Window.  A Part 
Document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT Document, and 
geometry will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with the 
dynamic body. 

Inserting an Axis System 
1. Under the dumplink (dumplink.1) branch of the Specification Tree, double-click the 

dumplink Part Document to activate the Wireframe and Surface Design Workbench.  
2. From the Virtual.Lab Main Menu, select Insert  Axis System.  This will bring up 

the Axis System Definition dialog box.  Only one point needs to be specified to place 
this axis, this point will be Point.3 on the dumplink body,  

 

3. Select Point.3 from the Model Display window, select OK to close the dialog box.  
An image of the new Axis placed on the dumplink body is shown here. 
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Creating the body dumplink under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Select the Body from Existing Part button. The Body dialog box will appear. 
3. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, click on the dumplink 

(dumplink.1) branch. 
4. In the Body Definition dialog box, change the Name Field Entry from 

BodyFromExistingPart.3 to dumplink. 

5. Click OK to close the dialog box. 
 

 Importing the Geometry for the dumplink2 
Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the existing part 

document dumplink2.CatShape.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once a file has been selected, click Open from the File Selection Window.  A part 
document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT Document, and 
geometry will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with the 
dynamic body. 

Creating the body dumplink2 under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Click the Body from Existing Part button. The Body dialog box will appear.  Under 

the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, select the dumplink2 
(dumplink2.1) branch. 

3. In the Body Definition dialog box, change the Name Field Entry from 
BodyFromExistingPart.4 to dumplink2. 

4. Click OK to close the dialog box. 
Congratulations, this completes the importing and assigning of geometry to the 
dumplink2 body! 
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 Importing the Geometry for the bucket Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, select Components  Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the already existing part 

document Bucket_new.CatPart.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once a file has been selected, click Open from the File Selection dialog box.  A part 
document branch will be added under the Product1_ROOT document, and geometry 
will appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with the dynamic 
body. 

Creating the body Bucket under the Analysis Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Select the Body from Existing Part button. The Body dialog box will appear on the 

screen.  Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, select the 
bucket (bucket.1) branch. 

3. In the Body Definition dialog box, change the Name Field Entry from 
BodyFromExistingPart.5 to bucket. 

4. Click OK to close the dialog box. 
Congratulations, this completes the importing and assigning of geometry to the bucket 
body! 

 
For visualization purposes, it may be useful to hide the bucket part document that was 
previously being defined. 
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1. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the Model Specification Tree, select the 
bucket (bucket.1) branch. 

2. Right-click and then select Hide/Show. 

 Importing the Geometry for the swing2 Body 
Referencing an Existing Part Document under the Analysis Document 
1. Double-click on the Product1_ROOT branch of the Virtual.Lab Specification Tree. 
2. Right-click on the Product1_ROOT branch, select Components Existing 

Component from the contextual menu. 
3. Use the File Selection Window to browse to the location of the already existing part 

document Swing2.CatPart.  This should be located in the following folder: 
C:\Training 

4. Once a file has been selected, click Open from the File Selection Window.  A part 
document branch will be added under the Analysis Document, and geometry will 
appear on the screen.  This geometry must now be associated with the dynamic 
body. 

Inserting an Axis System 
1. This procedure has already been completed on the body swing2.  Double-click the 

swing2 branch of the Specification Tree.  In this case, the circular edge at the end of 
the hole was selected for the placement of the endpoints. 

2. Under the Product1_ROOT  swing2 (swing2.1)  swing2 Part Document branch 
of the Specification Tree, expand the swing2 Part Document branch of the tree by 
clicking on the plus symbol to the left of the branch.  The Axis system has also 
been created previously.   

3. Expand the Axis Systems branch under the swing2 part document by clicking on the 
plus symbol to the left of the branch, Right-Click on the branch Axis System.2, and 
select Hide/Show from the menu.  An image of the Axis on the swing2 body is 
shown here. 
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Creating the body Swing2 under the Mechanism Model 
1. Double-click on the Analysis Model branch of the Specification Tree. 
2. Select the Body from Existing Part button. The Body dialog box will appear.  Under 

the Product1_ROOT branch of the Specification Tree, select the swing2 part 
document. 

3. Rename BodyFromExistingPart.6 to swing2 in the Name Field Entry. 

4. Click OK to close the dialog box.   
Congratulations, this completes the importing and assigning of geometry to the swing2 
body! 

 

 Using Parameters 

 

Parameters can be used in numerous locations throughout the mechanism model.  One 
of these locations would be in the defintion of geometry dimensions.  First the 
parameters to be referenced must be defined. 
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Environment Settings 
There are specific settings that must be activated within the environment window to 
allow for the visualization of the defined parameters within the Specification Tree. 
From the Main Menu, select Tools  Options. 
1. Under the General branch of the Options Tree, select the Parameters and Measure 

branch. 
2. Within the Knowledge Tab, activate the selections With value and With formula. 
3. Under the Infrastructure branch of the Options Tree, select the Part Infrastructure 

branch.   
4. Within the General Tab, activate the selection Keep link with selected object.  This 

selection should be listed directly under the heading External References. 
5. Within the Display Tab, activate the selections Parameters and Relations. 
6. Select the Motion branch of the Options Tree, activate the selections Show 

parameters and Show relations. 
7. Click OK to close the Options dialog box. 

Defining Parameters 
1. Double-click the dump_cyl Part Document branch of the Specification Tree. 

2. Select the Formula  button. (By default this is located at the bottom of the 
Virtual.Lab window.) 

3. Set the Filter Type Field Entry to User Parameters. 

4. In this case two parameters of type Length need to be defined.  At the bottom of 
the Formulas dialog box set the New Parameter of Type Field Entry to Length.  
Click the New Parameter of Type Button.  Rename Length.1 to inner_rad, 
and set the value of this parameter to 13mm. Click the Apply Button. 

5. Click the New Parameter of Type Button again.  Rename Length.2 to 
outer_rad, and set the value of this parameter to 32mm.  Click the Apply Button.  
Select OK to close the Formulas dialog box. 

 

Parameterized Sketch 
1. To display the dump_cyl (it is currently hidden), right-click on 

dump_cyl(dump_cyl.1) in the Specification Tree and click the Hide/Show button. 
2. Under the dump_cyl part document branch of the Specification Tree, double-click 

Sketch.3, used as the cross-section profile of the dump_cyl end-piece.  The view 
window will change to show the 2D sketching plane. (You may need to zoom in.) 
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3. Double-click the outer circle dimension that was arbitrarily set to a diameter of 
64mm; this will bring up the Constraint Definition dialog box. 

4. Change the Dimension field entry using the down arrow to the right of the field.  Set 
this field to Radius. 

5. Right-Click in the Radius field entry. 
6. Select Edit Formula from the contextual menu.  This will bring up the Formula 

Editor dialog box. 
7. From the middle scroll menu select Length.  This provides a filter of parameters.  

The two parameters previously defined inner_rad and outer_rad should now appear 
in the scroll menu on the far right of the dialog box. 

8. Double-click the parameter outer_rad from the third scroll menu.   
9. Select OK to close the Formula Editor dialog box.   
10. Select OK to close the Constraint Definition dialog box. 
11. Double-click the inner circle dimension that was previously set to a diameter of 

25mm; this will bring up the Constraint Definition dialog box.  
12. Change the Dimension field entry using the down arrow to the right of the field.  Set 

this field to Radius. 
13. Right-Click in the Radius field entry.   
14. Select Edit Formula from the contextual menu.  This will bring up the Formula 

Editor dialog box. 
15. Select Length from the middle scroll menu 
16. Double-click the parameter inner_rad from the third scroll menu.   
17. Select OK to close the Formula Editor dialog box.   
18. Select OK to close the Constraint Definition dialog box. 
 
Now this sketch is parameterized.  The Specification Tree has a branch added under 
the dump_cyl part document.  This will simplify the modification of parameters.  To 
change a parameter value, double-click on the parameter branch in the Specification 
Tree. 

 Setting Geometry Color 
Setting the Color of the Geometry Associated with the dump_cyl, 
dumplink2, dumplink, bucket, and swing2 Bodies 
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For cosmetic reasons, some of the bodies will be defined with a color other than the 
grey default color.  This section will provide instructions on changing the color of 
geometry associated with a body. 
To visualize the color changes, make sure all bodies are now in the visible space.  
Right-click on the bucket (bucket.1) branch of the Specification Tree, and select 
Hide/Show from the contextual menu. 
Repeat this procedure for any other hidden bodies. 
The bodies will not be assembled until the next lab when dynamic joints are defined.  To 
see the changes made more clearly, feel free to move the bodies around using the 
Compass as introduced at the beginning of the lab. 
 
1. Under the Product1_ROOT branch of the model Specification Tree, right-click on the 

dump_cyl (dump_cyl.1) branch of the tree, and select Properties from the list. 
2. In the Properties dialog box, under the Graphics tab, click on the arrow to the right 

of the Color setting, and select the darker yellow color from the displayed list.  You 
should see the color of the part change on the screen  OK 

3. Repeat this procedure for the branches of the Specification Tree labeled dumplink2 
(dumplink2.1), dumplink (dumplink.1), Bucket (Bucket.1), and Swing (Swing.1).  
NOTE: We are not changing the color properties of the Product Instance 
dump_piston (dump_piston.1). 

Save all Documents. 
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